
Alcatraz: The Scapegoat Excellent £25.00
A cooperative game where you try to throw a player under the bus or in this case solitary confinement. 
Escape Alcatraz by collecting items, avoiding guards and realising your dream of freedom. Alcatraz is 
represented by a grid and each turn you have a number of action points. Whatever you do, don't annoy 
your fellow escapees. It is a nice twist on the cooperative genre and well worth playing if you like the 
theme or cooperative games.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2011 3 4 3,4 12

Billionaire Banshee Very good £12.50
Card game where players are singles looking for the ultimate soulmate. On your turn you pick both an 
Exciting Perks and Questionable Quirks card, to find your soulmate may need to own a giant robot and 
have an adult baby fetish. All others players then secretly vote if that player would date the weird 
combination, and those that know their friend best get a point. The game continues as you find out weird 
facts about your friends, and the person that knows their friends' preferences best wins!

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2014 2 15 4-10 14

Britannia Good £25.00
An excellent game (particularly for four players) that covers 1000 years of British history. The map-
board shows mainland Britain. The game lasts 16 turns, which is roughly divided into groups of 4 turns 
where one player out of the four has the most influence in that period, and the best chance to score 
victory points. Each player gets to play several of the groups which attack Britain over the years (eg, 
Saxons, Jutes, Danes etc). Very well regarded and an extremely clever system. This copy includes a 
signed letter from Gibson games.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1986 3 5 4 14

Chicken Caesar Good £35.00
Game about being chicken breeders in Roman times. I know, you just couldn't make it up, right? Players 
attempt to gain area majorities through negotiating and voting, thus trying to get to the Chicken Caesar 
role.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2012 3 6 4,5,6 14

Colonia Good £25.00
Set in the greatest city in the medieval Holy Roman Empire, the players represent the leaders of the 
major families and control the city's fortunes. Trade, the church and political power are all important. 
The objective is to trade successfully in order to earn money which can then buy prestigious holy relics 
for the cathedral. The game uses worker placement and resource management mechanics. There is plenty 
to sink your teeth into here!

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2009 3 6 3,4,5 12
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Dixit Good £12.00
Party game which makes use of 84 beautifully illustrated oversized image cards. Every player has a hand 
of cards and players take it in turn to be the 'storyteller'. The storyteller secretly selects a card and 
gives a clue (perhaps a word, a sentence or a song) and then the other players select one card each from 
their hand. These are shuffled with the storyteller's card and then players vote on which they think best 
suits the clue. Players score for having their card voted for and the storyteller scores as long as some 
people identify his card, but not everyone. Recommended.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2017 3 6 4,5,6 8

Drum Roll Good £14.00
From BGG: In Drum Roll each player takes over the role of a circus owner in the early 1900s. Each player 
moves around Europe hiring performers and giving shows. There are five main categories of performers 
(e.g. Acrobats) and each have different demands (e.g. costumes) the player must fulfill. Each performer 
can put up a poor, good, and an outstanding show. The better the performance, the more each player can 
get out of it. When performers do outstanding performances, the player must choose between getting 
the maximum amount of benefit out of them, or getting the Prestige Points they are offering. There are 
also other ways to improve a circus such as trailers, investments, and personnel that will help your 
performers do their best.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range

2011 2 4 2,3,4 12

The Fittest In shrink £7.00
From the publisher: You've been selected for the most rigorous, cutthroat reality competition on TV! As 
a contestant, you’ll compete in challenges and work with and against the other competitors for a shot at 
fame and fortune. You won’t win if you go it alone, but don’t get too friendly! You’ll have to do a bit of 
backstabbing to emerge victorious. The Fittest features fierce social play and shifting alliances. Players 
will have to evaluate a challenge each round and convince other players to work with them in order to best 
the challenge for variable rewards. The player who has best managed their alliances and achieved the 
best rewards at the end of the game will be the victor. The Fittest was chosen as a runner-up in the Dice 
Hate Me 54-Card Challenge - a contest that asked designers to create a game with 54 cards with minimal 
components. The Fittest was chosen as one of the best out of a pool of over 100 game entries.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range

2015 4 6 4,5,6 10

Founding Fathers Good £15.00
From BGG: By the designers who made 1960: The Making of the President. The goal here is to be the 
founding father with the most renown at the end of the game, which consists of the making of the US 
constitution. Each round, an article of the constitution is put up for consideration, which is either a 
Federalist, Anti-Federalist, Big State, or Small State issue. Players have a hand of three delegate cards 
that represent their respective states and also have a special ability. Players may use these cards' 
special abilities, use the cards to vote for or against the issue under consideration, or to try and claim 
tokens in each of the four types of issues. When a round ends, the issue either passes, or is flipped to its 
opposite side (Federalist/Anti or Big/Small). Players score points for having voted with the majority, and 
also for having tokens matching the issue types that are voted into the constitution.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2010 3 5 3,4,5 12
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Game of Crowns In shrink £8.00
From BGG: In Game of Crowns, each player takes control of one of the nine noble houses. Players can 
exchange cards and favours through diplomatic relations, or directly attack opponents through warfare in 
order to take what they want. It will take clever planning, skillfull negotiation, and daring confrontations 
to gain dominance over your rivals and seize the crown!

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range

2015 4 9 4-9 10

Gift Trap Excellent £10.00
Best party game of the year in 2009, designed to make players think about the things that matter. 
GiftTRAP is played over a series of rounds. Each round has the following steps: 
DEAL - deal random gifts from one of the 5 packs of gifts. Packs have similar monetary value. 
SHOP - think about how to match these gifts to the players. 
GIVE - give one of these gifts to each player (using gift tokens). 
GET - choose which gifts you want yourself (using get tokens: Ok, Good, Great & No Way). 
REVEAL - show people what you wanted and see what you were given by each player. 
SCORE - the giver and the receiver score for each gift (the giver gets GIVING points, the receiver gets 
GETTING points). 
The first to reach the end of both the Giving and Getting tracks is the winner.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2006 3 8 4-8 8

Guillotine Good £15.00
Set in the French Revolution, the players represent the factions of the 'Konvent', the Parliament at that 
time. The game is spent plotting, carousing, courting and anything else that might get you ahead in the 
race to lead the revolution. Negotiation and treachery are vital! There is quite a lot of text on the cards 
in French or German. English rules provided. Surely a much more fun way to learn a language then Duo-
Lingo.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1987 2 4 0 0

Hoax Good £5.00
In this game players each have a secret role, but in order to keep it a secret pretend to take on other 
roles in order to perform their actions. Thus there is plenty of bluff and double bluff going on. Players 
try to work out and identify actual roles, and make accusations. In many ways a forerunner to 'Werewolf' 
type games, and should appeal to the same type of groups. The game comes without a board (which isn't 
really needed anyway) and without a box.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1981 3 12 4,5,6,7,

8
10
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Homeland: The Game In shrink £10.00
From BGG: Homeland: The Game is a semi-cooperative game of intrigue, deception and hidden agendas. 
Players assume the roles of CIA analysts, directing agency resources to combat the rising tide of global 
terrorism. Be warned, not everyone is what they seem. 
Stay Alert: New threats are constant. Every card played matters. Any action could be the difference 
between stability and catastrophe. 
Be Vigilant: Use every tool at your disposal to stop impending terrorist threats. Deploy soldiers, insert 
agents and recruit key assets to neutralize imminent dangers and keep the nation safe. 
Trust No One: Not everyone is what they seem. Watch your rival's actions carefully to try to decipher if 
they are working against you.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2015 3 6 3,4,5,6 14

Kingmaker Good £15.00
The classic game of Tudor/Lancastrian politics. Each player starts as a noble, or nobles, of the time and 
gradually decides which side to join in the Wars of the Roses. Truly innovative in its design and 
mechanics.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1976 2 7 3-7 12

Let Them Eat Cake In shrink £5.00
Elect your friends to positions of power so you end up with the most cake, leftover by the Queen after 
the revolution. Yum, cake!

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2016 3 6 3,4,5,6 0

Mafia: Vendetta New £8.00
Mafia themed social deduction game in the style of Werewolves of Millers Hollow. There are 11 Mafia 
roles and 5 civilian roles, and the game takes between 7 and 17 players.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2015 7 17 8-16 6–16
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Mall of Horror Excellent £20.00
Each player controls 3 or 4 characters who find that the shopping centre has been taken over by mindless 
zombies. The zombies are out to kill the living and turn them into more zombies. The characters can get 
into various relatively safe locations and hold back the zombies, get control of Security H.Q. in order to 
see where the zombies are going, and find secret stashes of equipment in the car park which could help 
against the zombies. The objective is to survive until a helicopter comes to rescue the survivors. During 
the game there are opportunities to vote on who gets various benefits and who will have to make a 
sacrifice for the greater good.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2005 3 6 4,5,6 14

Mayday!Mayday! In shrink £11.00
The players take the roles of crew members on a plane, after the pilot has died suddenly. The co-pilot 
has to take over, but the players need to discover who killed the pilot and how. Some of the players are 
infiltrators who the others must uncover. Very much a Werewolf style game, but with a different 
scenario and some different ideas - there is scope for both bluff and deduction.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2013 5 8 5,6,7,8 12

Mayday!Mayday!: Expansion set for a 9th/10th playerIn shrink £5.00
9-10 player expansion for Mayday! Mayday!

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2013 5 10 0 0

One Night Revolution Very good £10.00
From BGG: Social deduction game where 3 to 10 players have secret identities. Every player starts with a 
specialist role and an ID (either Government Informant or Rebel Fighter). At night the Informants reveal 
themselves to one another — assuming any exist, that is, as at all player counts between zero and three 
Informants are in play — then all players complete their specialist action in a clockwise order (removing 
the need for a rigid script/app and reducing the potential to accidentally reveal your role). Specialist 
actions include gathering information, switching roles, and helping players in their attempt to identify the 
Informant(s) before the day is over. If a majority of players identify an Informant, the Rebels wins — 
but if the Informant(s) remain hidden, they win!

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range

2015 3 10 4-10 12
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Organized Crime Good £5.00
Players try to eliminate all the other players by 'hitting' their Boss. Hit men are moved around the board 
in order to build up influence through corrupt politicians, legal and illegal businesses and investments. Hit 
men are sometimes penalised for their mistakes (via cards) and attempts can be made to eliminate crime 
Bosses, and thus their owning player. Negotiation is also an important aspect of the game, in order to gain 
other people's votes of support in return for money or future favours. Box lid dented and whitened over 
time.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range

1990 2 4 3,4 14

Ostrakon Good £3.00
From BGG: In Ostrakon, you take the role of a Greek philosopher, posing questions on assigned topics 
with only 2 answers. The other players decide which of the two answers suits them, and the philosopher 
secretly votes with the side he thinks will outnumber the other. If he is correct, he scores points equal 
to the number of players who voted against his choice. If he is incorrect, he scores nothing. So its best 
to pick questions with roughly equally viable answers.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range

2004 5 12 5-12 14

Poleconomy Good £6.00
Players try to become both tycoons and politicians, gaining political power and money. The players buy and 
sell businesses (real companies are represented), invest in insurance, buy bonds and make takeovers. High 
inflation and commercial failure can cause problems though, and taxes have to be paid. As politicians the 
players try to get elected to government and ultimately become Prime Minister, who can affect the 
financial position of all players.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range

1977 2 6 3,4,5,6 12

Quo Vadis? Excellent £10.00
Rather nice negotiation game by this master designer. If you don't generally like negotiation games very 
much don't let this put you off as the scope of negotiation is quite limited and there are specific rules 
about upholding deals. The game is about getting your family members advanced up through Roman 
committees to the Senate. On the way you will want to collect as many laurels as possible, though many 
will have to be dispersed to opponents to persuade them to allow you to do what you wish. When the game 
ends only those players who have a family member in the Senate are in with a chance to win. 
Recommended.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2005 3 5 4,5 10

Ranking Excellent £11.00
Each round all players choose an object from their hand which fits a question as well as possible. eg. 
Likely to be seen in a ditch - 'bicycle' could do well. Every player's choice starts at the same rank (0-6). 
Players then take it in turn to compare two objects currently at the same rank, pushing one up and one 
down. When one items reaches 0 or 6 the round ends and points are scored. However, points are also 
deducted from your score if other players correctly guess which your object was.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2011 3 5 3,4,5 8
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Spyfall Very good £10.00
Psychological party game in which the players are each dealt a single card. This will either show one of 30 
locations eg. Space Station or Casino and a role at that location, or Spy. All players except the Spy 
receive the same location, but different roles. Players take it in turn to ask another player a question, 
with the objective being to discover who the Spy is. However, the Spy doesn't initially know where the 
location is so may not be able to give sensible answers to questions asked, whereas the Spy only needs to 
discover what the location is from what others say (while in-role) in order to win.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2014 3 8 4-8 12

Strike A Pose Excellent £5.00
From BGG: Each round, one player is the Guesser and must leave the room. The other players take a 
statue card that's shared, then an individual ID card with a number from 1 to 7 on it; each number 
relates to a named pose on the card, with all of the poses having a theme in common — e.g., "Water 
Sports" is the category, and the poses are snorkeling, swimming, fishing, sailboating, surfing, water polo 
and jet ski. The players each freeze in their poses as best they can, then the Guesser returns, looks at 
the statue card, then assigns numbers as best as she can to each player. If she guesses correctly, then 
both she and the poser score.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2014 3 14 3-8 10

Too Many Cinderellas Excellent £7.00
Cardgame in which the player with the smallest feet starts. From BGG: A player wins a round when she 
has the "true" Cinderella. To find the "true" Cinderella, each player lays down a card. The card dictates 
which card will be or won't be the real Cinderella. When a card is laid down, everyone secretly votes 
whether or not they want the new rule for that round. This repeats until each player has played two 
cards. Then everyone reveals their hand, and whoever has the card that matches all the rules laid out in 
the round is the winner for having the "true" Cinderella. In cases of ties, the winner is the player with 
the highest card.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2015 2 4 2,3,4 8

Warrior Knights Good £11.00
Classic multi-player war game. Set in a fictional European region, players vie for control of the area. 
Players must use diplomacy, negotiation, and bribery as well as warfare to achieve their goals. Players 
need to manage their economy well too. Good but 1 corner taped, edges worn.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1985 2 6 3,4,5,6 16

We Didn't Playtest This Either Good £5.00
Random "Draw a card, play a card" game. Players start with 2 cards, then on their turn draw another one 
and choose to play one from their hand. Rules and instructions may change when a card is played. 
Standalone game, but can be played together with others from the series.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2009 2 10 3,4,5,6 10
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The Werewolves of Miller's Hollow Good £3.50
Large group game which is played with a moderator to run it. Werewolves have infested Millers Hollow, 
and at the start players are secretly assigned the roles of werewolves or normal villagers. Each night the 
werewolves choose a victim while everyone else has their eyes shut. In the morning everyone discusses 
who should be killed as a suspected werewolf and a vote is taken. This repeats until either only 
werewolves or normal villagers are left. This set also includes a number of other characters for variety 
and extra interaction: The Fortune teller, The Witch, The Little Girl, Cupid, The Hunter, The Thief and 
The Sheriff.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2001 8 18 8-18 10

The Werewolves of Miller's Hollow: Characters In shrink £6.00
22 additional cards for the popular social deduction game "The werewolves of Miller's hollow" (which you 
must have in order to play this expansion). 16 of the 22 cards are new characters. Includes the Big Bad 
wolf, Bear Tamer and Cursed Wolf-Father. Scary stuff.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2013 8 28 8-28 10

The Werewolves of Miller's Hollow: New Moon In shrink £5.00
Expansion for The Werewolves of Millers Hollow, containing 36 event cards, 5 new role cards and 9 new 
variants/playing suggestions.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2005 8 18 6-18 10

You Must Be an Idiot! Excellent £8.00
Trivia game where a rotating "genius" chooses a question for the other players to answer. One or more of 
those players might be randomly (and secretly) designated as "idiots", in which case they must write an 
incorrect answer. There are several ways to score points: get the answer right when you're not an idiot; 
correctly accuse an idiot; avoid getting found out when you're an idiot; or trick others into accusing you 
when you're not an idiot. These scoring dynamics lead to plenty of interesting decisions, making this much 
more interesting and tactical than your average trivia game.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2005 3 6 5,6 12

PLEASE SEE OUR SMALLPRINT DOCUMENT FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
Game descriptions are personal opinions from Eamon, Andy, Hans or Adam.
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